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Your brand. Your vision.



About this catalog.

At moya, we pride ourselves on the diversity and quality of our products and the 
services we offer. The products we offer have been intensively tested and already 
used by many satisfied customers, both users and professionals in the hairdress-
ing/barbering profession.

In this catalogue you will find all our current products, we are always working to 
improve and expand this colection. At the time of publishing this catalogue, we 
have several types of products, such as pomade, cream, clay, wax & volume 
powders. 

All these products are fully customisable. You can create the designs yourself 
and deliver them to us, or you can work with our design team to create the perfect 
design for your product.

For order prices mail to hello@wearemoya.nl with your specific order. Quantity 
and product are important to set up the most competitive prices specifically for 
you and your business.





Styling pomade

EXTRA VOLUME

WATER BASIS

FIRM HOLD

Pomade is a high-quality 
styling product with a 
water-based formula, which 
means it is easy to wash out 
and leaves no residue. This 
makes the product perfect for 
daily use without leaving hair 
dry or damaged. The pomade 
is enriched with natural 
ingredients that ensure a 
healthy shine.

100 ML

*Standard container



Styling clay

EXTRA VOLUME

WATER BASIS

LONG HOLD

Our clay is a styling clay that 
is both wax and water-based, 
offering a strong hold and matt 
finish. For structure and grip, 
while the water base provides 
flexibility.  The clay is easy to 
apply, restyle and wash out 
without leaving residue.

100 ML

*Standard container



Styling cream

EXTRA VOLUME

WATER BASIS

FIRM HOLD

100 ML

Our Cream is the perfect 
styling product for men and 
women looking for a natural 
and matte finish. This unique 
formula is water-based, 
making it easy to apply and 
leaves no residue in the hair. 
The formula contains natural 
ingredients, which provide 
light hold and extra hydration. 
This makes the cream perfect 
for daily use and gives hair the 
perfect look without weighing 
it down.

*Standard container



The product

Choose the product that suits you 
and your customers.

High-quality stickers

From gloss to glow in the dark. 
Our stickers are carefully printed.

Create the design.

Design unique designs with us or 
provide your own.

Create your own brand!



Hydro wax

EXTRA VOLUME

WATER BASIS

FIRM HOLD

Hydro wax is composed with a 
highly concentrated formula 
suitable for any hair type, 
thickness or texture. This 
versatile wax offers the ability 
to create a polished look, 
whatever the desired style.

225 ML

*Standard container



Sticker options

We have many different 
options in stickers. From matte 
to holographic. Let us know 
what your wishes are. 



“Create your own brand”

moya offers everyone the 
opportunity to launch their own 
premium hair products brand.

Our sample packs.
No idea how to start your own hair products brand? No problem, as a first 
step we recommend viewing our sample pack selection.

Aqua products in 
a better way.

Would you like more 
information or tips? 

No problem we are here 
for you!

Book a call



Styling dust

EXTRA VOLUME

WATER BASIS

FIRM HOLD

Volume powder is a versatile 
styling product specially 
designed to add volume and 
texture to hair without 
weighing it down. The 
lightweight formula provides a 
natural matt finish and can be 
used to create different hair 
styling options, from a 
full-bodied look to a more 
structured and textured style. 
The product is easy to apply 
and wash out, making it an 
ideal choice for everyday use.

20 ML

*Standard container
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Extra information

The products in this catalog all use a standard packaging, these packaging on a 
larger scale are also fully customizable let us know what your preferences are in 
this.

All our products must have an ingredient list by law. By default this is on the 
bottom of the Pomade, clay, cream, & hydro wax. The styling dust has a space 
reserved on the main sticker of the product. These stickers are also fully custom-
izable should you wish.

If you have any questions or comments about this catalog please mail us at hel-
lo@wearemoya.nl


